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SUMMARY FOR TRIANGLES
Scalene Triangle

Isosceles
Triangle, AB=BC

No sides are equal in length
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Equilateral
Triangle,
AB=AC=BC
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The Theorem of
Pythagoras
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(sqaure on hyp=sum of sqaures on other 2 sides)

CONGRUENCY OF TRIANGLES (four conditions)
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Two triangles are congruent if three
sides of one triangle are equal in
length to the three sides of the other
triangle (SSS).
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Two triangles are congruent if two
sides and the included angle are
equal to two sides and the included
angle of the other triangle (SAS).
Condition 3
Two triangles are congruent if two
angles and one side are equal to
two angles and one side of the other
triangle (ASA or AAS or SAA).
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Condition 4
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|
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Two right-angled triangles are congruent
if the hypotenuse and a side of the one
triangle is equal to the hypotenuse and a
side of the other triangle (RHS).
(Adopted
From EC training manual 2019)

(Adopted from NZALO PAGE 279)
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SIMILAR TRIANGLES




If two triangles are similar (equiangular), then their corresponding sides are in the same proportion.
Two triangles are similar even if their sides are not equal, but as long as the corresponding angles are equal.
The symbol used to denote two triangles that are similar is ///.
A

If ABC|||DEF  AAA  ,
then
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(Adopted from Gr 10 Text book : INZALO Page 286)

THE HIERARCHY OF QUADRILATERALS
Any quad that is lower down in the hierarchy has all the properties of any quadrilateral that is higher up:
ALL QUADRILATERALS INDICATED ARE REGULAR EXCEPT THE TOP MOST WHICH IS IRREGULAR
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(Adopted from Gr 10 Text book : INZALO Page 299)
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1.

QUADRILATERALS

A polygon is a two-dimensional figure with three or more straight sides.
A quadrilateral is a polygon with four straight sides.
Types of quadrilaterals
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Summary: ON PROPTIONALITY ON TRIANGLES
Diagram

Theorem

Mathematical statement
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A line drawn
parallel to one side
of a triangle
divides the other
two side
proportionally.

If a line divides
two sides of a
triangle in the
same proportion,
then the line is
parallel to the third
side.
The line drawn
from the midpoint
of one side of a
triangle, parallel to
another side,
bisects the third
side.
The line segment
joining the
midpoints of two
sides of a triangle
is

AD AE

DB EC

 line

 one side of  
OR

 prop th; DE || BC

KL || IJ

 line divides two sides of  in prop 



AE  EC line through midpt || to 2nd side
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DE || BC  Midpt th 
DE 

parallel to the third
side and equal to
half the length of
the third side
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